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Abstract 

The discourse on the 2024 presidential candidate issue is a discourse formed by the practice of 

power which implies certain goals. Therefore, media discourse that reports on the 2024 

presidential candidate issue is an issue or problem that contains critical languages or 

expressions. This research is important to find out the purpose or intention of the presidential 

candidate issue which reports on popular figures who have a major influence on social change 

and the progress of the country in the future. The purpose of this study is to analyze news texts 

about presidential candidates using the text dimensions of the Teun A. van Dijk model in the 

form of macro structure, super structure, and micro structure which are modified with the Jufri 

model. The type of method used is qualitative with a qualitative descriptive design that 

describes aspects of the text dimensions of the discourse structure, the data used is written text 

on the online news media CNN Indonesia, Jawapos.com, and Kompas.com. The results of this 

study are to describe the description and interpretation of the aspects of text dimensions in the 

form of macro structure, super structure, and micro structure which are then explained in the 

form of actions or actions that have a specific purpose. This research is useful for making a 

theoretical contribution and providing a conceptual overview that can inspire researchers or 

students who focus on the study of critical discourse analysis and can be implemented in critical 

discourse courses. 
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Introduction 

Today's Indonesian people are confronted with news texts about presidential candidates 

published in the news media. The issue of presidential candidates, hereinafter abbreviated as 

presidential candidate issues, has received various responses from the public for consumption 

of discourse. This issue has become daily consumption and has been discussed and even 

become a topic of conversation which has reaped various reactions, both from government 

organizations, political figures, public figures, researchers, and students responding to the issue 

with pro and con reactions. In welcoming the 2024 presidential and vice-presidential elections, 

the news media have published figures or actors that are predicted by political parties as 

candidates for president in 2024. 

The news media is a place to publish discourse and a place to produce and reproduce events 

and ideas in the form of text which is then exposed and consumed by the media reading public. 

The discourse that is reported associates an interaction relationship between the text and the 

reader, discourse can also make a reaction to the reader. Discourse practices that connect 

discourse with society have the involvement of certain powers and ideologies, so that discourse 

can be produced and constructed in society. Through access to news media, discourse can be 

published. 

https://doi.org/10.47616/jamrsss.v4i1.358
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Reporting on the 2024 presidential candidate issue is a situation that involves political party 

institutions and social society. The relationship between situation, institution, and society is 

referred to as the context that makes sense of a discourse text. Reporting in the discourse media 

presents various political figures who have domination of power and knowledge as well as 

potential domination in the process of social change, political figures who are present in 

reporting on the issue of presidential candidates are actors who have strong domination in 

social change. 

Issues are formulations used to produce power and ideology as well as ways to obtain certain 

interests and goals. Therefore, media discourse that reports on the 2024 presidential candidate 

issue contains critical languages or expressions. Critical language is a space of critical 

linguistics, namely analyzing language with an effort to understand certain ideological contents 

of language users, or texts displayed in a discourse that contains and manipulates ideology to 

the reading public. This allows it to be analyzed further using critical discourse analysis theory. 

The purpose of critical discourse analysis is to explain the linguistic dimensions of discursive 

social and cultural phenomena and processes of change in recent modernity (Jorgensen & 

Philips, 2007). In critical discourse analysis, discourse is not understood solely as a study of 

language. Discourse analysis uses language in texts for analysis, but the language it analyzes 

is relatively different from the study of language in the traditional linguistic sense. The 

language being analyzed is not described solely from linguistic aspects, but also relates it to 

context. The intended context is used for certain purposes and practices, including the practice 

of power to marginalize certain individuals or groups (Badara, 2012: 28). Critical discourse 

analysis is "critical" meaning that this analysis aims to reveal the role of discursive practice in 

efforts to preserve the social world, including social relations involving unequal power 

relations. Therefore, the goal is to be able to contribute to social change along the lines of 

power relations in communication processes and society in general (Jorgensen & Philips, 

2007). The discourse on the 2024 presidential candidate issue is a discourse formed by the 

practice of power which implies certain goals. Therefore, critical discourse analysis can reveal 

the role of discourse through the linguistic dimensions of discourse and its social dimensions. 

Related to critical discourse that contains issues or formulations used to oppose ideological 

systems, and also discourses about inequality in society, and how discourse is produced and 

constructed in society. The author reviews several relevant critical discourse analysis studies, 

some of which are: (1) Teun A. van Dijk's critical discourse analysis of the issue of weakening 

the KPK in newsroom narrative reporting (Winingsih et al, 2022); (2) Teun A. van Dijk's 

critical discourse analysis in the Speech of the Minister of Education and Culture in the Context 

of National Education Day 2020 (Ramadhan & Gallant, 2022); (3) Critical discourse analysis 

of the "Teun A. van Dijk" model of CNN Indonesia's online news discourse text (Julaeha et 

al., 2021); (4) Teun A. van Dijk's critical discourse analysis on the text of the Speech Claiming 

Victory in the 2019 Presidential Election (Yanti et al, 2019); (5) Teun A. van Dijk's critical 

discourse analysis in the statement of the minister of religion regarding mosque loudspeaker 

regulations (Lumah & Sulistyawati, 2022). In these five studies, critical discourse analysis was 

used by Teun A. van Dijk's model by describing news texts into three dimensional text 

structures, namely macro structure, super structure, and micro structure. The discourse 

analyzed in some of these studies is a type of political discourse. However, no one has analyzed 

the issue of presidential candidates. 

Teun A. van Dijk's critical discourse analysis model is used to analyze the structure of discourse 

text, the mental awareness of language users, and also the relationship between discourse and 

its social structure, through three dimensions of discourse analysis, namely: text dimension, 
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social cognition, and social context, text in news media can be interpreted. Teun A. van Dijk's 

analytical model has a characteristic that lies in the text dimension in which there are three 

structural categories, and also in the social cognition dimension which analyzes the 

scheme/model of journalists' tendencies in determining the form of their discourse through their 

cognition structure. 

Critical discourse analysis/critical discourse studies Teun A. van Dijk is interested in the role 

of discourse in reproducing power and the abuse of power, especially the study of the 

intersections between local and global, between discourse structures and societal structures. 

This relationship, according to Teun A. van Dijk, is indeed indirect, it requires cognitive and 

interactional contact such as social representations, attitudes and ideology which are bridged 

by mental models so that they appear in discourse. In turn, such discourse will have an impact 

socially and on social functions so that it will play a role in forming or strengthening the 

attitudes and ideology of a society (Haryatmoko, 2016). 

Critical discourse analysis hereinafter abbreviated as AWK is an analytical activity that tends 

to the way language and discourse are used to achieve social goals. Discourse is a semiotic 

process that represents the social world. So AWK objects can be data sources: documents, 

discussion papers, parliamentary debates, speeches, cartoons, films, photos, newspapers, 

advertisements, or brochures (Haryatmoko, 2016). This study examines aspects of the 

discursive text dimension which aims to explain the intentions of certain interests and certain 

ideologies of political parties and political figures that appear in news texts, so that this research 

is important to know the purpose or intent of the presidential candidate issue which reports on 

popular figures who have great influence in social change and progress of the country in the 

future. 

The basic assumption of AWK is that language is used for various functions and language has 

various consequences. Able to command, influence, describe, plead, manipulate to move the 

group or persuade. Every use of language has consequences, both predictable and unexpected. 

Language is also a powerful mechanism of social control, so it is debatable and debatable. 

Language determines the prerequisites for developing social practices and social agreements 

(Haryatmoko, 2016). To identify various inequalities in a critical discourse, Teun A. van Dijk's 

model offers an analysis that can trace discourse from the macro structure of global meaning 

topics to the micro structure which describes the process of linguistic analysis related to the 

meaning of words, sentences and the relationship between discourse and social structure. 

Discourse by Teun A. van Dijk is described as having three dimensions, namely text, social 

cognition, and social context. Van Dijk combines these three dimensions of discourse into a 

unified analysis. In the text, what is examined is how the structure of the text and discourse 

strategies are used to emphasize a particular theme. Social cognition, studying the news text 

induction process which involves individual cognition from journalists and community leaders 

that influences people's views. Social context studies the construction of discourse that 

develops in society about a problem. Specifically, this study uses aspects of the text dimension 

of the van Dijk model by analyzing the presidential candidate issue text through the macro 

structure, super structure, and micro structure which is then modified with the Jufri model to 

describe the linguistic representation of the presidential candidate issue text. In the van Dijk 

model used is the analysis of text dimensions through the macro structure which finds global 

meaning topics, the super structure which finds global meaning schemes, and the micro 

structure which finds local meanings related to the meaning of semantic elements 

(presuppositions), syntactic (coherence and pronouns), stylistics (lexical), and rhetorical 

(metaphorical). While the Jufri model used is an analysis of linguistic representations on the 

topics and schemes found, specifically on super structure schemes using the Jufri model in the 
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form of initial, middle, and final as well as local meanings on microstructural elements in the 

form of representations of choice of sentences (syntactic) and modality (replacing lexical 

stylistic elements). 

The results of the modification of the two models form the SWK SURYA model which is 

described as follows. S (structure) is the structure of the presidential discourse, U (reveals) is 

revealing the text of the presidential candidate issue, R (linguistic representation) is a 

description of the linguistic representation through three dimensional structures of the text, Y 

(which is found) is the interpretation of the linguistic representation found, A (action ) is an 

explanation of actions or actions that have a specific purpose based on the findings of linguistic 

representations. The findings from the SWK model can be implemented into learning critical 

discourse courses. 

Hypotheses or examples of initial observations on news texts analyzed using this model are 

presented as follows. 

CNN Indonesia Sunday, September 25, 2022 

DKI Jakarta Governor Anies Baswedan was shouted at 'president' while attending a 

Branch Work Meeting, the United Development Party (PPP), Sunday (25/9). 

Identification of the macro structure in the online news text above has the theme, Anies as a 

figure of the Governor of DKI Jakarta attended the PPP political party mukercab (branch work 

meeting) which was shouted at 'the president'. The topic that became the main topic of 

discussion in the news was that Anies was shouted at by the president while attending the PPP 

regional muskercab, the word shouted was a shouted noun which was added with the affix 

confix di-i so that the sentence "Anies was shouted at by the president" is a passive sentence 

which means the subject who got shouted at by the PPP. The form of explanation in this 

linguistic representation contains the meaning of the interests fought for by the PPP party to 

support Anies as a presidential candidate. 

The purpose of this study is to analyze news texts about presidential candidates using the text 

dimensions of the Teun A. van Dijk model in the form of macro structures, super structures, 

and micro structures which are modified with the Jufri model then the results of this research 

form a presidential discourse structure model that can be used in learning critical discourse 

courses. 

Methods 

The type of method used in this study is a qualitative method in this study also using a 

qualitative descriptive design. Qualitative descriptive (Sanjaya, 2013) is a research method that 

aims to fully and in-depth describe social reality and various phenomena that occur in society 

which are the subject of research so that the characteristics, characteristics, characteristics and 

models of these phenomena are described. The analytical approach used in this research is 

critical discourse analysis/AWK. In the process of this research, data in the form of news texts 

in the news media were copied and then described qualitatively using the critical discourse 

analysis model of Teun A. van Dijk and the Jufri model. 

Research Instruments 

The instrument in this research is the researcher himself. Researchers act as the main instrument 

in selecting and sorting data from sources that are the focus of their research. The data source 

for this research was taken from online online news sites (in the network). The research 

instruments used to analyze the data are presented in the following table. 
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Table 1. Research Instruments 

Structure 
Discovery 

Strategy Indicators Data Corps 

Macro Theme Topic  

Super Schema 

Beginning  

Middle  

End  

Micro 

Semantics Preconceptions  

Syntactic 

Representation of 

sentence choice 
 

Coherence  

Pronoun  

Stylistic 

Choice 

representation of 

modality words 

 

Rhetorical Metaphor  

The table above is described as follows. Van Dijk's (1998) macro structure is the meaning of 

discourse globally by describing themes or topics as details of discourse which are abstracted 

at a more general level, the strategy used is thematic by identifying themes in the form of news 

bases through the main topics of the news then describing linguistic representations in the topic. 

Van Dijk's super structure (1980) is a global structure that is seen through discourse schemes, 

the strategy used is schematic by identifying schemas in the form of the main or core of the 

news text framework through initial, middle, and final schemes then outlining linguistic 

representations in the schemas found. The micro structure is the local meaning of the news text 

through semantic, syntactic, stylistic, and rhetorical strategies then describes the elements in 

the form of presuppositions, representation of sentence choices, coherence, pronouns, 

modalities, and metaphors. 

Data Collection Technique 

The data collection technique used in this research is documentation technique, consisting of 

documentation, reading/quoting, and recording. In the documentation technique, source 

triangulation is used, namely in Sugiyono (2015) which is a way of collecting data from several 

sources so that the data obtained will be more consistent, complete and certain. The value of 

data collection is triangulation to find out the data obtained is convergent (widespread) and 

inconsistent with only one source. The source triangulation documentation technique is 

described as follows: 

Documentation 

Researchers collect qualitative documents. This document is a public document. The data that 

researchers have collected through public documents are the text of the issue of the 2024 

presidential candidates from several online news media sources, namely the media CNN 

Indonesia, Jawapos.com, and Kompas.com which are accessed online (in the network. The data 

that has been collected has criteria for title, leads, and content that can be explored into the 

analysis based on the text dimensions of the AWK model of Teun A. van Dijk modified with 

the Jufri model.The data that has been collected is selected and then analyzed specifically. 
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Read Quotes 

The researcher used the quotation technique to examine online news text data related to the 

2024 presidential candidate issue. Then the data in the form of text from several online news 

media were selected based on the criteria of the research focus topic. 

Record Keeping 

The recording was carried out by researchers by recording the results of previous quotations to 

be used as a source of research data or data corpus which would be analyzed further using the 

Teun A. van Dijk critical discourse analysis/AWK model which was modified with the Jufri 

model. 

Data Analyzing Techniques 

The technique of analyzing the data in this study uses the AWK text dimension of the Teun A. 

van Dijk model which is modified with the Jufri model then these modifications form the 

presidential discourse structure version of SURYA. In this analysis model, there are three 

analysis strategies, namely macro structure, super structure, and micro structure. The three 

strategies on the text dimension are used to explain the content and meaning of the presidential 

candidate issue text. The following are the steps of the data analysis technique: (1) Finding 

indicators of the dimensional structure of the text in the form of macro-structure, super-

structure and micro-structure; (2) Through the three dimensional structure of the text is used to 

reveal the text of the presidential candidate issue; (3) Describe the linguistic representation of 

the three dimensional structure of the text; (4) Interpret the linguistic representations found; (5) 

Explaining in the form of action or actions that have a specific purpose based on the findings 

of linguistic representations in the three dimensional structure of the text. 

The data analysis technique from the modified model forms a chart of the results of the SURYA 

version of the presidential discourse structure with the research object being the 2024 

presidential candidate on the media CNN Indonesia, Jawapos.com, and Kompas.com. In each 

part of this model, it was formed from the results of modifications between the van Dijk and 

Jufri models so as to form a presidential/SWK SURYA discourse structure model which is 

used to analyze the dimensions of presidential discourse texts. The chart of the SWK SURYA 

model results is illustrated as follows.  

Results and Discussion 

Based on the analysis of macro structure, super structure, and micro structure, on 30 titles of 

discourse on presidential issues in the online news texts of CNN Indonesia, Jawapos.com, and 

Kompas.com, results found as many as 181 corpus of data which are described as follows: 

Macro Structure of 2024 Presidential Candidate Issues 

The macro structure is the meaning of discourse globally by describing themes or topics in 

detail and briefly which are extracted at a more general level. The theme in question is the basis 

of the story, the indicator of which is the main topic of the news in the form of a lead or 

summary that is displayed in the opening sentence of the discourse, which then describes its 

linguistic representation. Based on the observations made, the researcher found macro structure 

topics in 30 data corpus which were classified into word choices, word classes and phrases, as 

follows: 

Nomina 

Nomina is a class of words that cannot be preceded by a word not usually used as a subject or 

object of a sentence. The linguistic representation of the nomina categories found is as follows. 
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Table 2. Macrostructure of Category Nomina 

Macrostructure of nomina categories 

No Macrostructure Category Language Selection 

1 Ma D1C Nomina Shouted 

2 Ma D4K Nomina Will 

3 Ma D5K Deverbal nominees Ability 

4 Ma D8K Nomina denumeralia Union 

Ma D1C contains the meaning of the interests fought by the PPP party to carry Anies as a 

presidential candidate. Ma D4K is critically interpreted that the PKB and Gerindra ketum have 

a definite goal of declaring the capres immediately.  Ma D5K implies the purpose that Ganjar 

is ready to be carried by PDIP. Ma D8K is critically interpreted as the ideology of Prabowo's 

belief in unity and peace in the aim of resurrecting Indonesia. 

Verb 

Verbs are a class of words that describe the process of a particular deed or circumstance, 

usually used as a predicate in a sentence. The linguistic representation of the verb categories 

found is as follows. 

Table 3. Verb Category Macro Structure 

Verb category macrostructure 

No Macrostructure Category Language Selection 

1 Ma D1K Verb Take 

2 Ma D2K Verb Seize 

3 Ma D7K Verb Discuss 

4 Ma D8C Verb Melibas 

5 Ma D9K Verb Welcome 

6 Ma D7J Verb Request 

7 Ma D2C Verb denomina Claim 

8 Ma D3C Verb denomina Recommend 

9 Ma D5C Verb denomina Respond 

10 Ma D2J Verb denomina Co-opting 

11 Ma D3J Verb denomina Declare 

12 Ma D4J Verb denomina Suggest 

13 Ma D3K Verb denomina Have 

14 Ma D7C Verb denomina Replace 

15 Ma D10C Verb denomina Confess 

16 Ma D6C Verb denomina Instruct 

17 Ma D8J Verb denomina Foresee 

18 Ma D1J Verba deadjektiva Outperform 

19 Ma D6K Verba deadjektiva Explain 

20 Ma D9C Verba deadjektiva Determine 

21 Ma D6J Verba deadjektiva Meet 

22 Ma D5J Verba deadverbia Get 

Ma D1K contains the meaning of courage in making decisions with the aim of carrying Anies 

as the Nasdem presidential candidate. Ma D2K has an interest that Nasdem will get the highest 

electability due to the promotion of Anies. Ma D7K implies the importance of the Golkar party 

to discuss the opportunity to promote Ganjar as a presidential candidate. Ma D8C was critically 

interpreted by the Secretary General of Gerindra as having the goal of fighting to get rid of 
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rivals in the 2024 presidential election. Ma D9K was critically interpreted as PKB warmly 

accepting the presence of the Gerindra chairman which aims to build coalitions and strengths 

to win the 2024 presidential election. Ma D7J was interpreted as that the PDIP chairman 

begged the members the cadres to be patient with regard to the presidential and cawapres 

candidates that will be carried, the aim of the request is to control cadres who move outside of 

Megawati's directives. 

Ma D2C has a specific meaning regarding the communication between Anies and Syakhu 

(PKS), it is believed that they understand each other. Ma D3C has the intention of 

recommending Anies as the PPP presidential candidate. Ma D5C is that Anies has the goal of 

being nominated as a presidential candidate by the Nasdem, PKS and Democrat coalitions 

because he responds to the issue of a presidential candidate declaration. Ma D2J contains an 

interest between PKS, Democrats, and Nasdem to cooperate in supporting Anies. Ma D3J 

contains the interests of the PSI party which has the goal of carrying Ganjar as a presidential 

candidate. Ma D4J contains the intentions of the executive director of SMRC to PDIP to 

promote a popular presidential candidate. 

Ma D3K implies that every party has an ideology and procedures for carrying a presidential 

candidate. Ma D7C is critically interpreted that Prabowo has the power to replace Jokowi's 

position. Ma D10C was critically interpreted as Puan wanting to run for president and 

confirmed that she already had a vice presidential candidate. Ma D6C means that the chairman 

of the PDIP has the highest authority so that he has the power to instruct all of his cadres. Ma 

D8J is interpreted as Hasto's intention regarding the nomination of the PDIP presidential 

candidate to be announced in June 2023, there is no interest in this allegation but only as an 

estimate. Ma D1J implies that Ganjar dominates the highest electability. 

Ma D6K contained the intent and purpose of Ganjar to reveal himself as a presidential 

candidate. Ma D9C is critically understood by the chairman of PKB and Gerindra as having 

the same interest in determining the presidential candidate and his deputy. Ma D6J is 

interpreted that PDIP has the power to carry a presidential candidate because the party has a 

threshold requirement of sufficient votes to run for president. Ma D5J implies that PSI only 

has an interest in obtaining party electability in the act of promoting Ganjar. 

Phrases 

A phrase is a syntactic unit consisting of two or more words without a predicate. The linguistic 

representation of the categories of phrases found is as follows.  

Table 4. Phrase Category Macrostructure 

Phrase category macrostructure 

No Macrostructure Category Language Selection 

1 Ma D10K Adverbial phrases Not enough 

Ma D10K is critically interpreted that Ridwan Kamil has insufficient electability to be carried 

as a presidential candidate and does not have enough power or power to be carried by the party 

with the highest electability. 

Composition 

Company is a combination of words that form a certain meaning. The linguistic representation 

of the composition categories found is as follows.   

Table 5. Macro Structure Composition Category 

Macrostructure of composition categories 

No Macrostructure Category Language Selection  
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1 Ma D9J The composition of the term Raise your voice 

2 Ma D11K The composition of the idiom Great taste 

Ma D9J is critically interpreted that Sandi speaks in response to the issue of capres-cawapres 

(presidential and vice presidential candidates), Sandi's willingness to raise her voice is an 

action that describes herself ready to be carried by capres or cawapres.  Ma D11K is critically 

interpreted that Erick Thohir does not have great feelings for himself entering the presidential 

exchange because he is still serving as the Minister of SOEs so Erick has no purpose or interest 

to be carried as a presidential candidate by any party. 

Conjunction 

A conjunction is a conjunction that connects one sentence to another. The linguistic 

representation of the conjunction categories found is as follows. 

Table 6. Macrostructure of conjunction categories 

Macrostructure of conjunction categories 

No Macrostructure Category Language Selection  

1 Ma D4C Conjunction But 

Ma D4C contains the intention of comparing between Ganjar and Anies and then conveying 

Anies as the highest electability if surveyed head to head. 

This finding is in line with van Dijk's (1980) statement that macro-structure is a reflection of 

the important aspects of the underlying language surface, namely by building global meaning 

and coherence in a discourse. This finding is also in line with the views of Teun A. van Dijk, 

Fairclough, and Wodak (in Eriyanto, 2001) regarding the characteristics of critical discourse 

related to certain actions, context, power, and ideology. This is also in line with the view of 

Jufri (2017) who analyzes critical discourse based on linguistic representations displayed in a 

text and is in line with Darma's view that behind the discourse there is the desired meaning and 

image as well as the interests that are being fought for. 

Super Structure of 2024 Presidential Candidate Issues 

The super structure is the meaning of the global schema in the news text through the initial, 

middle and final schema framework. Based on the observations made, the researchers found 

the results of the super structure analysis of 90 corpus of data which were classified into word 

choices, word classes, and phrases as follows: 

Initial Schematic 

The initial scheme is the meaning of the global schema identified at the beginning of the news 

text. Classification of word choice, word classes, and phrases found are as follows. 

Noun 

A noun is a class of words that cannot be preceded by a word that is not usually used as the 

subject or object of a sentence. The linguistic representation of the noun categories found is as 

follows. 

Table 7. Nomina Category Initial Scheme Super Structure 

The initial scheme super structure of the nomina category 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 SA D2C Nomina Communication 

2 SA D1J Nomina Top 

3 SA D3J Nomina Prerogative 
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4 SA D9J Nomina Silaturahim 

5 SA D10K Nomina deadverbia Likelihood 

SA D2C critically interpreted that the interaction between Anies and Syaikhu aims to build a 

common perception. SA D1J is interpreted as a statement that is at a higher level than the other 

names in the 7 names simulation so that Ganjar has dominance to be defended by political 

parties. SA D3J is critically interpreted as a privilege that belongs to the chairman of the PDI-

P in determining the presidential candidate so that the chairman of the PDIP has dominating 

power to control his party. SA D9J is critical of friendly ties in politics interpreted as an interest 

in realizing unity and broad powers. SA D10K is critically interpreted as something that might 

happen to the promotion of Ridwan Kamil by a party with minimal electability so that this 

illustrates that Ridwan Kamil has electability dominance which is not sufficiently supported 

by the party with the highest electability. 

Verbs 

Verbs are a class of words that describe certain actions or circumstances, usually used as 

predicates in sentences. The linguistic representation of the verb categories found is as follows. 

Table 8. Super Structure of Verb Category Initial Scheme 

Super structure of the initial scheme of verb categories 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 SA D3C Verb Give 

2 SA D9K Verb Call 

3 SA D10C Verb Open 

4 SA D1C Verb denomina Shake hands 

5 SA D6C Verb denomina Declared 

6 SA D9C Verb denomina Held 

7 SA D2J Verb denomina Attempt 

8 SA D6J Verb denomina Succeed 

9 SA D4C Verba deadjektiva Outperform 

10 SA D5C Verba deadjektiva Complete 

11 SA D7C Verba deadjektiva Continue 

12 SA D8C Verba deadjektiva Confirmed 

13 SA D6K Verba deadjektiva Consider 

SA D3C is critically interpreted as an act of giving appreciation to Anies' performance so that 

PPP has an interest in persuading Anies to become a presidential candidate. SA D9K critically 

pronounces Prabowo's name as a presidential candidate which is interpreted as the goal of 

nominating Prabowo as president in the 2024 presidential election. SA D10C is critical of the 

act of being open to communication with other parties, so that PDIP has the goal of building a 

coalition with other parties. SA D1C is critically interpreted as having a goal of building 

friendly relations between Anies and PPP. SA D6C is critically interpreted that PDIP is subject 

to a presidential candidate declaration process which is carried out at the right moment, this 

illustrates the purpose of carrying a presidential candidate by PDIP to be carried out at the right 

time. 

SA D9C is critically interpreted as an act of introducing or holding a discussion regarding the 

coalition map, the aim of the coalition is to carry Prabowo as a presidential candidate. SA D2J 

is critically interpreted as the act of asking for views from certain parties with the aim of 

obtaining conclusions to nominate Anies as a presidential candidate. SA D6J is critically 
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interpreted as a situation where the number of seats is higher so that PDIP has the power to 

nominate Puan as a presidential candidate. 

SA D4C is critically interpreted as a process of a higher state, namely Ganjar dominating Anies 

and Prabowo in the CSIS survey. SA D5C is critically interpreted that Anies has an ideology 

in the form of beliefs or principles to complete his duties as Governor. SA D7C is critically 

interpreted as a condition that is continued in this case Prabowo has the same goal as the 

president so that he can continue the leadership relay going forward. SA D8C is critically 

interpreted as an act of saying emphatically that the party is ready to help Prabowo, so Gerindra 

has the goal of bringing Prabowo to the 2024 presidential election. SA D6K is critically 

interpreted as the purpose of asking the party for consideration to be obliged to look at survey 

results. 

Adjective 

Adjectives are a class of words that describe nouns that have certain characteristics and 

generally can be joined with the words more and very. The linguistic representation of the 

adjective categories found is as follows. 

Table 9. Adjectival Category Initial Scheme Super Structure 

The initial scheme super structure of the adjectival category 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection  

1 SA D4J Adjective  Popular  

2 SA D5J Adjective  Obey  

SA D4J explained that the figures admired by many people to be elected as presidential 

candidates, critically the figures in question have domination of power that can control the 

government system. SA D5J explained Ganjar as a cadre who always submits to Megawati so 

critically it is interpreted that Ganjar is dominated by the party chairman and can be controlled 

through Megawati's directives. 

Numeral 

Numeralia is a class of words that denote numbers or quantities, usually referred to as number 

words. The linguistic representation of the numeralia categories found is as follows. 

Table 10. Numeralia Category Initial Schema Super Structure 

The initial schematic super structure of the numeralia category 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection  

1 SA D3K Numeralia  Every  

SA D3K is critically interpreted to mean that each party has its own authority and mechanism 

in the promotion of the presidential election. 

Conjunction 

A conjunction is a conjunction that connects one sentence to another. The linguistic 

representation of the conjunction categories found is as follows. 

Table 11. Initial Scheme Super Structure of Conjunction Categories 

Superstructure of the initial scheme of conjunction categories 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection  

1 SA D1K Conjunction  When  

2 SA D11K Conjunction  Much less  
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SA D1K is critically interpreted as when Anies is promoted by Nasdem there will be certain 

consequences, the purpose of the alleged split ticket voting by Pangi can be a suggestion to 

strengthen the grassroots of the party or weaken the goals of the Nasdem party in supporting 

Anies. SA D11K was critical of the statement that Erick was not from any party, describing 

himself as having no interest in matters of promoting the presidential and cawapres candidates. 

Phrase 

A phrase is a syntactic unit consisting of two or more words without a predicate. The linguistic 

representation of the phrase categories found is as follows. 

Table 12. Phrase Category Initial Schema Super Structure 

Phrase category initial schematic super structure 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 SA D7J Noun phrases There comes a time 

2 SA D8J Noun phrases Election experience 

3 SA D2K Noun phrases Symbol of change 

4 SA D4K Verb phrases Already signed 

5 SA D5K Verb phrases So long received 

6 SA D7K Verb phrases Often predicted 

7 SA D8K Adjective phrases The world is in awe 

SA D7J is critical of the specific moment when announcing the presidential and cawapres 

candidates is interpreted as an act of controlling cadres to be patient waiting for the presidential 

and cawapres nominations. SA D8J is critical that PDIP has undergone elections according to 

KPU RI stipulations so that it is interpreted that PDIP has ideological principles that follow the 

schedule for carrying the presidential candidate. SA D2K is critically interpreted that Anies is 

a symbol of a situation that can replace something in the form of change in society, so that it 

can be interpreted that Anies has goals that can change society. 

SA D4K is critically interpreted as the act of signing or agreeing a work contract, this illustrates 

that Gerindra and PKB have the same goals and ideology in welcoming the 2024 presidential 

election. SA D5K is critically interpreted to mean that Ganjar has always received a negative 

view, the purpose of this expression to gain sympathy from the media reading public and 

understand the patience of PDIP cadres waiting for the decision to carry the presidential 

candidate by the PDIP chairman. SA D7K critically interpreted that Ganjar has dominance in 

the form of popularity so that he is expected to become a presidential candidate. SA D8K is 

interpreted as the world's amazement or astonishment at Indonesia's moderate Islamic 

practices, this view is Prabowo's ideological understanding which is religious. 

Central Schematic 

The middle schema is the meaning of the global schema that is identified in the middle of the 

news text. Classification of word choice, word classes, and phrases found are as follows. 

Noun 

A noun is a class of words that cannot be preceded by a word that is not usually used as the 

subject or object of a sentence. The linguistic representation of the noun categories found is as 

follows. 

Table 13. Nomina Category Middle Schematic Super Structure 

Super structure of the middle scheme of the noun category 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 
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1 ST D2C Nomina Appreciation 

2 ST D9C Nomina deadjektiva Approach 

3 ST D10K Nomina deadjektiva Chance 

ST D2C is interpreted as PKS' award for Anies with the aim of supporting Anies for the 

presidential election. ST D9C is interpreted as a process of approaching other parties, this 

action illustrates the interests of PKB and Gerindra to strengthen party coalitions. ST D10K is 

interpreted as an opportunity for Ridwan Kamil to be nominated as cawapres, this illustrates 

that Ridwan Kamil has the highest electability dominance at the cawapres level so that he can 

be nominated by elite parties as cawapres. 

Verbs 

Verbs are a class of words that describe certain actions or circumstances, usually used as 

predicates in sentences. The linguistic representation of the verb categories found is as follows. 

Table 14. Verb Category Middle Schema Super Structure 

Middle scheme super structure of verb category 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 ST D4C Verb Obtain 

2 ST D8C Verb Forget 

3 ST D4J Verb Defeat 

4 ST D5K Verb Wait 

5 ST D11K Verb Support 

6 ST D1C Verb denomina Proposed 

7 ST D3C Verb denomina Exclaimed 

8 ST D6C Verb denomina Move 

9 ST D7C Verb denomina Answer 

10 ST D10C Verb denomina Have 

11 ST D2J Verb denomina Communicate 

ST D4C is interpreted as the process of getting votes from other respondents so that Anies 

dominates other popular figures in the duel survey with Ganjar. ST D8C is interpreted as an 

act of forgetting the goodness of other parties, this is an expression that describes Prabowo's 

interest in winning the 2024 presidential election. ST D4J is interpreted as a condition that can 

conquer Prabowo and Anies, this reveals that Ganjar has dominance that has the potential to 

win in the 2024 presidential election ST D5K means that Ganjar is looking forward to the 

consolidation of PDIP so that Ganjar has the goal of building consolidation with other parties. 

ST D11K is interpreted as bringing someone to the presidential election stage so that PPP has 

an interest in carrying Erick Thohir as a presidential or vice-presidential candidate in the 2024 

presidential election. ST D1C is interpreted as Anies is a popular figure that is being predicted 

by PPP so that there is an interest in the form of opportunities to negotiate with Anies. ST D3C 

is interpreted as an act of inviting Anies as a suitable presidential candidate by the grass roots 

of the party so that PPP has the goal of supporting Anies. ST D6C is interpreted as an act of 

making an effort for cadres to continue to be with the people, this action illustrates the 

understanding of the populist ideology of the PDIP party. 

ST D7C means that Prabowo has an ideological understanding that can provide answers to 

crisis challenges. ST D10C is interpreted as the condition of having a number of seats in the 

DPR so that the PDI-P has the power to nominate a presidential candidate even without forming 

a coalition with other parties. ST D2J is interpreted as an act of establishing communication 

between Paloh and the President. The purpose of the communication is to fight for Anies' 
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presidential nomination plan. 

Adjective 

Adjectives are a class of words that describe nouns that have certain characteristics and 

generally can be joined with the words more and very. The linguistic representation of the 

adjective categories found is as follows. 

Table 15. Adjectival Category Middle Schematic Super Structure 

Adjective-category middle scheme super structure 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 ST D1J Adjective Inclined 

ST D1J explained that young voters are interested in popular leaders, this tendency means that 

people want leaders who are popular with the people. 

Adverb 

Adverbs are classes of words that give an account of a verb, adjective, predicative noun, or 

sentence. The linguistic representation of the adverb categories found is as follows.  

Table 16. Adverbs Category Middle Schematic Super Structure 

Middle schematic super structure of the adverbs category 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 ST D5C Adverb Reluctant 

T D5C interpreted Anies as not responding on the issue of declaration of capres as he intended 

to complete his duties as Governor. 

Conjunction 

A conjunction is a conjunction that connects one sentence to another. The linguistic 

representation of the conjunction categories found is as follows. 

Table 17. Super Structure Middle Scheme Conjunction Category 

The middle scheme super structure of the conjunction category 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 ST D5J Conjunction Previously 

2 ST D6J Conjunction Even so 

 

ST D5J produces a logical relationship about when PSI officially declared Ganjar, critically 

PSI has the goal of appointing Ganjar as its presidential candidate. ST D6J interpreted that 

PDIP does not mean working alone, the party also has the aim of strengthening power through 

coalition avenues. 

Composition 

Company is a combination of words that form a certain meaning. The linguistic representation 

of the composition categories found is as follows. 

Table 18. Super Schematic Structure Center Composition Category 

Super structure middle scheme of composition category 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 ST D3J 
Subordinative 

composition 
People's whip 
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ST D3J is interpreted as a deliberative talk that comes from the people and is a PSI mechanism, 

the purpose of the people's whip to gather people's votes or people's interest in popular figures 

who will be used as presidential candidates. 

Phrases 

A phrase is a syntactic unit consisting of two or more words without a predicate. The linguistic 

representation of the categories of phrases found is as follows.  

Table 19. Phrase Category Middle Schema Super Structure 

Phrase category middle schema superstructure 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 ST D7J Verb phrases Keep doing 

2 ST D8J Verb phrases Preparing 

3 ST D9J Verb phrases Can't propose 

4 ST D2K Verb phrases Successfully exited 

5 ST D3K Verb phrases Already weaving 

6 ST D4K Verb phrases Already appeared 

7 ST D9K Verb phrases The happier 

8 ST D1K Noun phrases Split voter support 

9 ST D6K Noun phrases It takes togetherness 

10 ST D7K Noun phrases Political ethics 

11 ST D8K Noun phrases Respecting religion 

ST D7J is interpreted as continuing to consolidate so that PDIP aims to strengthen its party. ST 

D8J is interpreted as a condition of providing brave presidential candidates so that PDIP has 

the goal of carrying a presidential candidate who has the character of courage. ST D9J is 

interpreted as being unable to propose a cause that determines a political party, this illustrates 

that Sandi does not have power over himself. ST D2K is interpreted as bringing results out of 

internal political negligence as a result of massive transactional politics so that the promotion 

of Anies benefits the Nasdem party. 

ST D3K is interpreted as having entered into a relationship with PSI so that this relationship 

has the aim of building cooperation and interests in welcoming the 2024 presidential election. 

ST D4K is interpreted as having left at the end of October, this illustrates the goal of 

announcing the presidential candidate to be held in October. ST D9K is a state of increasingly 

enjoying the happiness of Prabowo's presence so that the PKB chairmen and Gerindra have the 

same goals and the same views. 

ST D1K is interpreted as a state of separation of voter support due to the split ticket voting 

phenomenon, which is an expression aimed at weakening the actions of Nasdem who 

advocated Anies. ST D6K is interpreted as taking necessary action on common things in 

building the nation, this illustrates that Ganjar has an ideology of togetherness. ST D7K is 

interpreted as an obligation regarding the rights and morals of the internal party government 

system, this makes Ganjar under the party's internal power. ST D8K is interpreted as an act of 

respecting the beliefs of the people in Indonesia so that Prabowo has the goal of strengthening 

unity in the realm of differences in beliefs. 

Final Schematic 

The final schema is the meaning of the global schema that is identified at the end of the news 

text. Classification of word choice, word classes, and phrases found are as follows. 
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Noun 

A noun is a class of words that cannot be preceded by a word that is not usually used as the 

subject or object of a sentence. The linguistic representation of the noun categories found is as 

follows. 

Table 20. Nomina Category Final Scheme Super Structure 

Super structure of the final scheme of the noun category 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 SAk D5J Nomina Will 

SAk D5J is interpreted as a PSI elite who does not want to vote for Ganjar, this reason is 

expressed to defend the people's choice through a people's crushing mechanism aimed at 

bringing Ganjar to the 2024 presidential election.  

Verb 

Verbs are a class of words that describe the process of a particular deed or circumstance, usually 

used as a predicate in a sentence. The linguistic representation of the verb categories found is 

as follows. 

Table 21. Super Structure of Verb Category Final Schema 

Verb category final schematic super structure 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 SAk D2C Verb Readiness 

2 SAk D3C Verb Spoken 

3 SAk D5C Verb Build 

4 SAk D6C Verb Submit 

5 SAk D8C Verb Cornering 

6 SAk D6J Verb Have 

7 SAk D9C Verba deadjektiva Agree 

8 SAk D10C Verba deadjektiva Accompany 

9 SAk D1J Verb denomina Assumed 

SAk D2C is interpreted as Anies aiming to run for the presidential election and is ready to be 

supported by political parties. SAk D3C is interpreted as an act of speaking in KIB negotiations 

regarding the candidacy of a presidential candidate so that Anies has the power to advance in 

the 2024 presidential election. SAk D5C is interpreted as an act of forming a coalition with the 

aim of bringing Anies to the 2024 presidential election. SAk D6C is interpreted as an act of 

giving the decision to elect a presidential candidate to Megawati, this illustrates that Megawati 

has domination and power to control PDIP cadres. SAk D8C is interpreted as an act of 

deceiving Prabowo in the presidential election, so that the act of promoting Anies as a 

presidential candidate has the potential to dominate Prabowo's electability. 

SAk D6J is interpreted as a condition that has views on potential companions, this illustrates 

that Puan has the goal of being promoted as a presidential candidate and the purpose of 

proposing her cawapres. SAk D9C is interpreted as an act of agreeing that Prabowo and Cak 

Imin will determine the presidential and cawapres candidates, this illustrates that the party 

chairman has full power in determining the presidential and cawapres candidates. SAk D10C 

is interpreted as an act of accompanying Puan as cawapres so that the PKB chairman has the 

goal of becoming Puan's cawapres if nominated by PDIP. SAk D1J is interpreted as an act of 

suspecting that voters at that age are considered young voters, the purpose of conducting a 

survey of young voters is to accumulate young voters' wishes for the characteristics of 
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presidential candidates. 

Adjective 

Adjectives are a class of words that describe nouns that have certain characteristics and 

generally can be joined with the words more and very. The linguistic representation of the 

adjective categories found is as follows. 

Table 22. Super Structure Scheme End of Adjectival Category 

Adjectival category final schema super structure 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 SAk D2J Adjective Official 

2 SAk D2K Adjective Compromise 

3 SAk D6K Adjective Top 

4 SAk D11K Adjective True 

SAk D2J stated that PSI has also officially named Ganjar as a presidential candidate so that 

PSI has the goal of bringing Ganjar to the 2024 presidential election to compete against Anies. 

SAk D2K explains the nature of a compromise or agreement on a peaceful path to public 

support for Anies, this illustrates that Anies is a popular figure and through the nomination of 

Anies as a presidential candidate, Nasdem will achieve its goal of bringing Anies in the 2024 

presidential election. SAk D6K means that Ganjar's electability dominates in various surveys 

conducted by survey agencies. SAk D11K is interpreted as the right condition for Erick to 

become a presidential or vice presidential candidate so that the aim of PPP is to nominate Erick 

as a presidential or vice presidential candidate. 

Adverbs 

Adverbs are a class of words that provide information on verbs, adjectives, predicative nouns, 

or sentences. The linguistic representation of the adverb categories found is as follows. 

Table 23. Adverbs Category Final Schema Super Structure 

Adverb category final schema superstructure 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 SAk D1C Adverb Not yet 

SAk D1C interpreted that the PPP has not proposed a presidential election, and aims to gain 

support from the party's grassroots.  

Conjunction 

A conjunction is a conjunction that connects one sentence to another. The linguistic 

representation of the conjunction categories found is as follows. 

Table 24. Super Structure Scheme End of Conjunction Category 

Super structure of the final scheme of the conjunction category 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 SAk D4C Conjunction As for 

2 SAk D7C Conjunction But 

3 SAk D4J Conjunction Previously 

SAk D4C is interpreted as additional information regarding positions four and five in the CSIS 

electability survey simulation so that these names have the potential to be carried by political 

parties. SAk D7C Prabowo's candidacy has not reached the nomination threshold so Gerindra 

aims to form a coalition. SAk D4J produced a logical connection about when the President met 
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with Ganjar, the meeting contained an interest in the process of promoting the PDIP 

presidential candidate. 

Phrase 

A phrase is a syntactic unit consisting of two or more words without a predicate. The linguistic 

representation of the phrase categories found is as follows. 

Table 25. Phrase Category End Schema Super Structure 

Phrase category final schematic superstructure 

No Super Structure Category Language Selection 

1 SAk D3J Adjective phrases Best fit 

2 SAk D7J Noun phrases Democratic traditions 

3 SAk D8J Noun phrases Consolidating power 

4 SAk D9J Noun phrases Will commit 

5 SAk D1K Verb phrases Freed to vote 

6 SAk D3K Noun phrases No question 

7 SAk D4K Adverb phase None yet 

8 SAk D5K Verb phrases Can't comment 

9 SAk D7K Noun phrases Survey results 

10 SAk D8K Verb phrases Take care of each other 

11 SAk D9K Noun phrases 
Towards the 2024 

presidential election 

12 SAk D10K 
Numeralia 

phrases 
First order 

SAk D3J is interpreted as giving information and explaining that Ganjar is very appropriate to 

continue Jokowi's work, this reason is used to support PSI's interests and goals to bring Ganjar 

to the 2024 presidential election. SAk D7J is interpreted as a habit of governing the people by 

political parties, this illustrates the understanding of the democratic ideology of the PDIP party. 

SAk D8J is an act of strengthening power, so that this action is interpreted as an interest in 

getting massive support. SAk D9J is interpreted as the will to be responsible for completing 

tasks, so Sandi has the goal of completing his duties as a minister. SAk D1K is interpreted as 

giving free action to Anies to choose, this situation reflects Nasdem liberalism towards the 

presidential candidate he is carrying. 

SAk D3K is interpreted as not bringing up Ganjar's promotion as an issue that is not being 

debated, this is justified by Ganjar because previously he had established communication and 

support was conveyed openly. SAk D4K is interpreted as a situation where there is no coalition 

so that PKB and Gerindra have the same interest in recruiting other parties in KIB. SAk D5K 

is interpreted as not being able to comment on the attitude of other parties, this illustrates that 

Ganjar is dominated by the PDIP party mechanism. SAk D7K) is interpreted that the 

acquisition of research techniques is important to see, this expression illustrates the interests of 

Ganjar who want to get support from the internal PDIP party. 

SAk D8K is interpreted as mutually defending the safety of religions well, Prabowo's 

expression can illustrate the need to get votes from religious leaders and all religious elements. 

SAk D9K is interpreted as an act of moving towards the 2024 presidential election so that the 

agenda carried out by PKB has the goal of welcoming the 2024 presidential election and the 

interest of determining the presidential and cawapres candidates. SAk D10K is interpreted as 

the most important or number one position in the electability of the cawapres so that Ridwan 

Kamil has the power that can lead him to run as a cawapres in the 2024 presidential election. 
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This finding is in line with van Dijk's statement (1980) that super structure is a global structure 

seen through discourse schemes. In line with Eriyanto's statement (2001) that superstructure is 

text analysis based on discourse schemes, what is observed in the schematic is how the parts 

and news sequences are schematized in the complete news text. Text or discourse generally 

has a scheme or plot from introduction to end. This finding is also in line with the views of 

Teun A. van Dijk, Fairclough, and Wodak (in Eriyanto, 2001) regarding the characteristics of 

critical discourse related to action, context, power, and ideology. This is also in line with the 

view of Jufri (2017) who analyzes critical discourse based on linguistic representations 

displayed in a text and is in line with Darma's view that behind the discourse there is the desired 

meaning and image as well as the interests that are being fought for.   

Micro Structure of 2024 Presidential Candidate Issues 

Micro structure is a local meaning that interprets words, phrases or sentences in the news text. 

Based on the observations that have been made, the researchers found the results of 

microstructural analysis of 61 data corpus which were classified into linguistic local meaning 

elements, as follows: 

Presupposition 

Presupposition is an expression that uses premises that are believed to be true. The linguistic 

representation of the presupposition categories found is as follows. 

Table 26. Microstructure of Presupposition Category 

Microstructure of prefabrication categories 

No Microstructure Language Selection 

1 Mi D6J 'presupposition' Attachment 

2 Mi D8J 'presumption' Attachment 

3 Mi D1K 'presupposition' Attachment 

4 Mi D10K 'presupposition' Attachment 

Mi D6J 'presumption' is interpreted that PDIP has the power and right to determine its own 

presidential and cawapres candidates. Mi D8J 'presupposition' is the meaning of the phrase 

which is interpreted that the promotion of the PDIP presidential candidate will be held in June 

(Bung Karno's month). Mi D1K 'presumption' is Pangi's suspicion that Nasdem will experience 

a split ticket voting so that Nasdem will aim to widen its voter base area. Mi D10K 

'presupposition' is interpreted as a phrase that aims to describe Ridwan Kamil who is not 

necessarily being promoted as a presidential candidate by the political party with the highest 

electability. 

Sentence Choices 

Sentence choice is an identification of the use of sentence types that have a certain meaning. 

The representation of the sentence choices found is as follows. 

Table 27. Microstructure of Sentence Selection Categories 

Microstructure of sentence choice categories 

No Microstructure Language Selection 

1 Mi D2C 'passive voice' Predicted 

2 Mi D4C 'question sentence' Why did it happen like this 

3 Mi D5C 'negative sentence' Reluctant to comment 

4 Mi D8C 'negative sentence' Never 

5 Mi D9C 'declarative sentence' Lampiran 

6 Mi D9C 'solicitation sentence' Invite 
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7 Mi D10C 'declarative sentence' Attachment 

8 Mi D10C 'superlative sentence' Attachment 

9 Mi D2J 'declarative sentence' Attachment 

10 Mi D3J 'question sentence' 
If the child is nominated by 

someone else? 

11 Mi D3J 'negative sentence' I'm not talking reasonable 

12 Mi D3J 'sentence inversion' Attachment 

13 Mi D6J 'declarative sentence' Attachment 

14 Mi D7J 'sentence inversion' Attachment 

15 Mi D8J 'sentence inversion' Attachment 

16 Mi D9J 'declarative sentence' Attachment 

17 Mi D1K 'question sentence' Why Anies Baswedan? 

18 Mi D2K 'declarative sentence' Attachment 

19 Mi D3K 'negative sentence' No 

20 Mi D5K 'solicitation sentence' Should 

21 Mi D5K 'declarative sentence' Attachment 

22 Mi D8K 'sentence inversion' Attachment 

23 Mi D9K ' declarative sentence' Attachment 

24 Mi D11K 'negative sentence' You can't 

Mi D2C 'passive sentence' is critically interpreted that Anies has dominance so that political 

parties are predicted as a presidential candidate. Mi D4C 'question sentence' is interpreted as 

an effort that aims to attract public reaction and awareness by using the reason for the transfer 

of voter support from previous candidates. Mi D5C 'negative sentence' means that Anies does 

not want to comment on the issue of the presidential candidate declaration from KIB Nasdem, 

Democrats, and PKS, this is because Anies still has interests as governor of DKI Jakarta. Mi 

D8C 'negative sentence' means that Prabowo forbids cadres to get the same good from the good 

they have done, this illustrates Prabowo's interest in winning the 2024 presidential election. Mi 

D9C 'declarative sentence' means the head of the PKB party informs that he is simulating with 

The intentional element of throwing a discourse on becoming the vice presidential candidate 

to accompany the chairman of the DPR in the 2024 presidential election is a strategy that 

contains an interest in being able to form a coalition with the PDI-P. 

Mi D9C 'sentence' means PKB and Gerindra have the aim of finding other parties to join the 

coalition. Mi D10C 'declarative sentence' means that Puan and PDIP are ready to carry the 

presidential and cawapres candidates even without a coalition with other parties, this illustrates 

that PDIP has dominance in carrying its presidential candidates. Mi D10C 'superlative sentence' 

is interpreted as a comparison between two things regarding who is the strongest presidential 

and vice presidential candidate when paired between Puan and Cak Imin or Prabowo and Cak 

Imin and has the aim of getting a reaction or response from the public. Mi D2J 'declarative 

sentence' means that the Nasdem party has held a meeting to decide on a presidential candidate 

whose aim is to carry Anies as a presidential candidate. Mi D3J 'question sentence' is 

interpreted as having the aim of getting a response from other parties that the nomination of 

PDI-P cadres by other parties must pay attention to certain mechanisms. 

Mi D3J's 'negative sentence' aims to refute the promotion of Ganjar as a presidential candidate 

by another party. Mi D3J's 'inversion sentence' aims to provide information that daughters are 

consistent figures and can continue Gusdur's ideals of realizing a just and tolerant Indonesia. 

Mi D6J 'declarative sentence' means that Puan has received an assignment from the PDIP 

chairman Megawati to meet party leaders, this aims to invite other parties to join to form a 

coalition in the 2024 presidential election contest. Mi D7J Hasto's 'inversion sentence' 
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expresses the importance of working together closed with the main idea in the form of the 

people's economy we continue to accelerate, this illustrates the purpose of cooperation is to 

spur the people's economy. Mi D8J's 'inversion sentence' conveys the main idea that PDIP 

wants an ideological leader with a strong historical track record. Mi D9J 'declarative sentence' 

is interpreted as Sandi just found out about the issue about him being most likely to be 

appointed as a presidential or cawapres candidate, this illustrates Sandi's goal of advancing to 

the 2024 presidential election. 

Mi D1K's 'question sentence' Surya Paloh reveals a question that aims to attract people's 

reactions, and then Surya Paloh answers with answers used to make people believe that Anies 

is the best choice. Mi D2K's 'declarative sentence' Asep's assessment of the speed with which 

Nasdem declared support for Anies contained the aim of gaining support from the public and 

the opportunity to elevate Nasdem to become the ruling party. Mi D3K 'negative sentence' 

means that there is no response from PDI-P regarding the promotion of Ganjar by PSI because 

the promotion is carried out openly, the reason for Ganjar is an expression that contains 

interests that you want to fight for to be able to advance as a presidential candidate in the 2024 

presidential election. Mi D5K' The phrase 'invitation' is critically interpreted to mean that 

Ganjar has the goal of inviting other parties to join PDIP with the intention of working together. 

Mi D5K 'declarative sentences' convey information that contains the meaning of togetherness 

so that Ganjar has an understanding of the ideology of togetherness. Mi D8K 'inversion 

sentence' statement which conveys Prabowo's ideological understanding that the key to 

Indonesia's rise is unity and peace and what guarantees this is the majority of Muslims. Mi 

D9K 'declarative sentence' means that Cak Imin tells something that pleases him when he meets 

cadres, this statement is expressed with the aim of arousing joy to party cadres. Mi D11K 

'negative sentence' means that Erick does not want or rejects the proposal for presidential and 

vice-presidential candidates from the PPP Vice chairman, this is because Erick still has an 

interest in completing his responsibilities as a minister. 

Coherence 

Coherence is a logical relationship between one sentence and another and has a certain 

meaning. The coherence findings are presented as follows. 

Table 28. Coherence category microstructure 

Microstructure of coherence categories 

No Microstructure Language Selection 

1 Mi D6K 'distinguishing coherence' Attachment 

Mi D6K 'differentiating coherence' means a comparison between whether PDI-P aims to 

cooperate with other political parties in nominating a presidential candidate or whether PDI-P 

carries its own presidential candidate because it has power with the number of seats in the DPR 

that meet the nomination threshold. 

Pronouns 

Pronouns are the use of pronouns that represent the identity of a particular individual or 

community group. Pronoun findings are presented as follows. 

Table 29. Microstructure of Pronoun Category 

Microstructure of pronomina categories 

No Microstructure Language Selection 

1 Mi D1C 'pronomina' We 

2 Mi D9C 'pronomina' We 
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3 Mi D1J 'pronomina' We 

4 Mi D2J 'pronomina' We 

5 Mi D3J 'pronomina' We 

6 Mi D8J 'pronomina' We 

7 Mi D4K 'pronomina' We 

8 Mi D5K 'pronomina' We 

9 Mi D9K 'pronomina' We 

Mi D1C 'pronoun' the pronoun 'we' represents the identity of the political party conveyed by 

the PPP waketum Asrul who saw political figures other than Anies who could be proposed as 

presidential candidates, critically that PPP had the intent or purpose to discuss other popular 

figures. Mi D9C 'pronomina' represents the identity of the PKB and Gerindra party groups 

which have the goal of finding a coalition partner from other political parties. Mi D1J 'pronoun' 

represents a certain group, namely young voters who want to fight for a leader who is honest 

and clean from corruption crimes. Mi D2J 'pronomina' means that Anies has become part of 

the party that carries him so that Anies has the strength to advance in the 2024 presidential 

election. 

Mi D3J 'pronomina' is a representation of the PSI political party which views Ms. Yenny as a 

capable person so that PSI has an interest in fighting for Yenny as a vice presidential candidate 

in the 2024 presidential election. Mi D8J 'pronomina' represents the identity of the PDIP 

political party which aims to prepare for effective government through a combination of 

political parties. Mi D4K 'pronomina' means that the use of the pronoun represents the PKB 

party group that has signed a cooperation contract with the Gerindra party and has officially 

formed a coalition, the coalition has an interest in following up the determination of the 

presidential candidate. Mi D5K 'pronomina' represents the identity of a particular group, 

namely Ganjar speaking by positioning himself as a PDIP political party so that it can be 

interpreted that Ganjar has no power if he is not with a PDIP political party. Mi D9K 

'pronomina' is interpreted that the PKB party group has the aim of carrying Prabowo as a 

presidential candidate. 

Modality 

Modality is a type of word that expresses will or desire with a specific purpose. The modality 

word choice representation is presented as follows. 

Table 30. Modality Category Microstructure 

Microstructure of modality categories 

No Microstructure Language Selection 

1 Mi D3C 'modality' Will 

2 Mi D6C 'modality' Will 

3 Mi D7(1)C 'modality' Will 

4 Mi D7(2)C 'modality' Must 

5 Mi D8C 'modality' Must 

6 Mi D9C 'modality' Must 

7 Mi D10C 'modality' Will 

8 Mi D2(1)J 'modality' Can 

9 Mi D2(2)J 'modality' Will 

10 Mi D4J 'modality' Must 

11 Mi D5(1)J ' modality' Must 

12 Mi D5(2)J ' modality Will 

13 Mi D6J 'modality' Can 
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14 Mi D7J 'modality' Will 

15 Mi D8J 'modality' Must 

16 Mi D9J 'modality' Must 

17 Mi D5K 'modality' Will 

18 Mi D8K 'modality' Will 

19 Mi D10K 'modality' Will 

20 Mi D11K 'modality' Must 

Mi D3C 'modality' is interpreted as the interest of the Acting (task executor) chairman of PPP 

Mardiono to consider Anies as his presidential candidate. Mi D6C 'modality' is interpreted that 

the nomination of PDI-P presidential and cawapres candidates will be decided by the general 

chairman of the party, this is because Megawati has a dominating prerogative to control her 

party cadres. Mi D7(1)C 'modality' means that a food crisis due to the effects of the war 

between Russia and Ukraine will occur and result in the progress of the Indonesian nation going 

forward so that Prabowo has the goal of overcoming this. Mi D7(2)C 'modality' is interpreted 

as Gerindra's aim to form a coalition that will bring Prabowo to the 2024 presidential election. 

Mi D8C 'modality' means that Gerindra has the goal of wanting to win Prabowo in the 2024 

presidential election even though he is competing with Anies. Mi D9C 'modality' means that 

PKB and Gerindra have the goal of joining the PDIP in a coalition to strengthen the voter base 

and win the preferred presidential candidate in the 2024 presidential election. Mi D10C 

'modality' means the will that can happen, namely PDI-P has the goal of forming a coalition 

with the party another. Mi D2(1)J 'modality' represents Anies' goal to take Indonesia in a better 

direction. Mi D2(2)J 'modality' means PSI aims to nominate Ganjar as a presidential candidate 

to compete with Anies in the 2024 presidential election. 

Mi D4J 'modality' is a will that aims to make PDI-P respond to the declaration of presidential 

candidates from several other political parties and need to carry a popular figure in society. Mi 

D5(1)J 'modality' means that Ganjar is obliged to follow the presidential candidate nomination 

mechanism which is dominated by the general chairman of the PDIP. Mi D5(2)J 'modality' 

means that PSI aims to nominate Ganjar to become a presidential candidate in the 2024 

presidential election. Mi D6J 'modality' means that PDIP has dominance to control the 

promotion of its own presidential and vice presidential candidates. Mi D7J 'modality' means 

that cadres will be enforced with disciplinary action so that no one violates party policy 

regarding the presidential and cawapres candidates, this illustrates Megawati's intent and 

purpose to control her party's cadres. 

Mi D8J 'modality' means that the presidential candidate carried must be obliged to receive 

support from a combination of political parties, this aims to strengthen power to win the 2024 

presidential election. Mi D9J 'modality' is interpreted as something that must be done, namely 

political communication must be carried out in order to establish good collaboration in carrying 

out state duties, this illustrates Sandi's interest in getting the opportunity to advance to the 

presidential election. Mi D5K 'modality' represents something that is about to happen, namely 

that Ganjar follows the decision of the chairman of the PDI-P party regarding the promotion of 

a presidential candidate because the PDI-P chairmanship has the power to dominate its cadres. 

The Mi D8K 'modality' means conveying Prabowo's ideological understanding that Muslims 

can be the spearhead of Indonesia's unity, peace and integrity. Mi D10K 'modality' means that 

the purpose of the vice presidential candidate is to have the electability and popularity capital 

to overcome the high costs of contestation. Mi D11K 'modality' means that Indonesia is certain 

to face a global recession which is expected to occur next year, therefore Erick aims to complete 

the forecast for a global recession that will occur. 
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Metaphor 

Metaphor is the use of figurative words that mean similarities or comparisons. 

Table 31. Metaphorical Category Microstructure 

Microstructure of metaphorical categories 

No Microstructure Language Selection 

1 Mi D5J 'metaphor' Suit tail effect 

2 Mi D9J 'metaphor' this bond we continue to fertilize 

3 Mi D7K 'metaphor' Looking for the nation's children 

Mi D5J the 'metaphor' of the tail effect means that the promotion of Ganjar as a presidential 

candidate by PSI is in the interest of obtaining a seat in government. Mi D9J 'metaphor' means 

Sandi's hope that friendship and communication in politics must be preserved with the aim of 

producing good cooperation. Mi D7K 'metaphor' is interpreted as a character who has 

competence skills aimed at building and commitment as a nation's leader. 

This finding is in line with van Dijk's statement (2009, in Haryatmoko 2016) that micro-

analysis is an analysis of local meanings that refers to the meaning of words, the structure and 

nature of propositions, coherence and relationships between propositions. This finding is also 

in line with the views of Teun A. van Dijk, Fairclough, and Wodak (in Eriyanto, 2001) 

regarding the characteristics of critical discourse related to action, context, power, and 

ideology. This is also in line with the view of Jufri (2017) who analyzes critical discourse based 

on linguistic representations displayed in a text and is in line with Darma's view that behind 

the discourse there is the desired meaning and image as well as the interests that are being 

fought for. 

Conclusion   

The macro structure is the meaning of discourse globally by describing themes or topics in 

detail and briefly which are extracted at a more general level. The results found are global 

meaning topics in 30 data corpus which are described specifically based on the linguistic 

representations found. The categories of word choices, word classes and phrases found in SWK 

SURYA are nouns, deverb nouns, denumeria nouns, verbs, denominal verbs, deadjective verbs, 

deadverb verbs, term compositions, idiom compositions, and adverb phrases. These findings 

contain actions or actions that have a specific purpose. 

The super structure is a schematic global structure, a schema that determines the structure of 

the global meaning of discourse. The results found are the global meaning of the initial, middle, 

and final schemes in the 90 corpus of data which are described specifically based on the 

linguistic representations found. The categories of word choices, word classes and phrases 

found in SWK SURYA are nouns, dead-adjective nouns, dead-verb nouns, verbs, dead-jective 

verbs, denominal verbs, adverbs, adjectives, conjunctions, compositions, numerals, numeral 

phrases, adjective phrases, adverb phrases, phrases verbs, and noun phrases. These findings 

contain actions or actions that have a specific purpose. 

Microstructure is a local meaning oriented to semantic, syntactic, stylistic, and rhetorical 

elements. The results found are local meanings in the 61 corpus of data which are described 

specifically based on the linguistic representations found. The categories of linguistic elements 

found in SWK SURYA are presupposition, sentence choice representation, coherence, 

pronouns, modality, and metaphor. These findings contain actions or actions that have a 

specific purpose. 
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Based on the findings of the macro structure, super structure, and micro structure dimensions 

of the text in the presidential/SWK SURYA discourse structure model, these findings can be 

implemented in critical discourse courses. 

Suggestion 

The text dimension of Teun A. van Dijk's critical discourse analysis model is a way of seeing 

meaning globally and locally in texts that are analyzed through macro-structure, super-

structure, and micro-structure while Jufri's model is a way of making sense of linguistic 

representations in the displayed text, in research These two models were modified later to 

become the presidential discourse structure model/SWK SURYA. The author wants. 
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